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8.5 Fitting Waveforms to Obtain the Medium Properties

Before developing the theory in section 8.5.2 and examining the associated computer codes
in section 8.5.3, let us first discuss the problem and have a look at the images.

8.5.1 The Story, in Short

We consider the propagation of acoustic (i.e., pressure) waves in an one-dimensional medium.
Let x be a Cartesian coordinate and t be ordinary (Newtonian) time. When a pressure per-
turbation p(x, t) propagates in a medium where the velocity of the acoustic waves at point
x is c(x) , the pressure field p(x, t) satisfies the well-known (one-dimensional) acoustic wave
equation

1
c(x)2

∂2 p
∂t2 (x, t)− ∂2 p

∂x2 (x, t) = S(x, t) , (8.94)

where S(x, t) is the source function, i.e., the function representing the excitation that produces
the acoustic waves.

So, the medium is characterized by the velocity function c(x) . We assume that the source
field S(x, t) is perfectly known, and the goal is to use some observations of the pressure field
(i.e., some observed seismograms) to infer properties of c(x) .

8.5.1.1 A Priori Information

We are told that the actual (unknown) medium c(x)actual was created as a random realization
of a log-Gaussian distribution, with known log-mean and known log-covariance. This means
that the logarithm of the actual velocity, defined as

z(x)acrual = log
( c(x)actual

c0

)2
= 2 log

c(x)actual

c0
, (8.95)

where c0 is an arbitrary constant, was created as a random realization of a Gaussian dis-
tribution, with known mean and known covariance. Of course, the Gaussian model would
be inappropriate for a positive quantity like c(x) , while it is appropriate for the logarith-
mic velocity z(x) . Figure 8.13 shows the mean of the prior Gaussian distribution (a linear
function), and figure 8.14 shows the covariance function (an exponential covariance).

Figure 8.13: The mean of the a priori Gaussian
function for the logarithmic velocity is the linear
function z(x) = α + β x , with α = QQQ and
β = XXX .
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It is easy to generate pseudo-random samples of this a priori distribution (Gaussian for
the logarithmic velocity, log-Gaussian for the velocity). Figure 8.15 displays half a dozen
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Figure 8.14: Instead of choosing an a priori covari-
ance operator, I choose an operator L (simple to
operate with), and define the covariance operator
via C = L Lt . The operator L is simple to operate
with, and is such that C is an exponential covari-
ance (see section 1.7). This figure is the represen-
tation of the (prior) covariance function C(x, x′) .

pseudo-random samples of the velocity function c(x) , together with the log-mean of the
prior distribution (red line). Those samples would be the starting point of a Monte Carlo
resolution of the inference problem stated below, but this is not the way we follow here.

Figure 8.15: Some pseudo-random samples of the
a priori (log-Gaussian) distribution for the veloc-
ity, together with the log-mean of the prior distri-
bution (red line) (this line is, in fact, the exponen-
tial of the function represented in figure 8.13). If
enough of those samples were given, then, using
statistical techniques, the log-mean could be eval-
uated, as well as the covariance function in fig-
ure 8.14.
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8.5.1.2 Observations

When selecting one randomly generated sample of the a priori distribution just described
(the sample displayed in figure 8.16), and when using the source function S(x, t) displayed
in figure 8.17, the pressure wavefield displayed in figure 8.18 is generated (using the acoustic
wave equation 8.94.)

Figure 8.16: The “true” velocity model used
to generate the “observed” seismograms in fig-
ure 8.19. For the exercise below, we are not sup-
posed have seen this true velocity model: we only
know that is one particular sample of the a priori
log-Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 8.17: The source function
S(x, t) : a point in space and the
derivative of a Gaussian in time. For
the exercise below, this source func-
tion is assumed known.

Figure 8.18: The pressure wavefield
obtained when propagating in the ve-
locity model displayed in figure 8.16
the source function in displayed in fig-
ure 8.17 (using initial conditions of
rest). For the exercise below, we are
not supposed have seen the whole of
this pressure wavefield: only the two
noisy seismograms in figure 8.19 are
available.

At two positions x1 and x2 (corresponding to grid points 45 and 87), two seismograms
“have recorded” the pressure values as a function of time. The “recorded” values are con-
taminated by “instrumental noise”, simulated here as a white noise of variance QQQ . The
two “observed seismograms” are displayed in figure 8.19. One must understand that the
two figures 8.17 (the source field) and 8.19 (the two “observed seismograms) are available
for further work (our problem shall be to say as much as possible about the actual veloc-
ity function), but that the two figures 8.16 (the actual velocity function) and 8.18 (the actual
pressure wavefield) are only here to show how the “synthetic data” were built, but are not
avaiable for later use.
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Figure 8.19: The two seismograms “observed” at grid points 45 and 87, with “instrumental”
noise added (white noise with variance QQQ .)

It is sometimes useful to also display the residual seismograms defined as the difference
between the observed seismograms and those that would be predicted from the model at
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the center of the prior distribution (red line in figure 8.15). They are displayed in figure 8.20,
and, although for the computer they will just correspond to an intermediary computation,
we, humans, may already have a first indication of the difficulty of the optimization task to
be later faced.
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Figure 8.20: The initial residual seismograms (difference between the observed seismograms
and those that would be predicted from the model at the center of the prior distribution [red
line in figure 8.15]).

8.5.1.3 A Posteriori Information

Let us denote by z a logarithmic velocity model, by pobs the two observed seismograms
(data), and by

z 7→ p(z) (8.96)

the mapping corresponding to the prediction of the data. Let us also denote by Cobs the
covariance operator describing the noise in the data. The a priori information corresponds
to the mean a priori model zprior and to the covariance operator Cprior . For this weakly
nonlinear problem, the standard least-squares method applies. It tells us that the a posteriori
information in the model space is also a Gaussian, with mean zpost and covariance Cpost .

The posterior mean zpost is to be obtained by searching the point z at which the misfit
function

χ2(z) = ‖ p(z)− pobs ‖2 + ‖ z− zprior ‖2

= (p(z)− pobs)t C-1
obs (p(z)− pobs) + (z− zprior)t C-1

prior (z− zprior)
(8.97)

attains its minimum. This point is obtained using an iterative algorithm, each iteration re-
quiring the propagation of the actual source in the current medium (using initial conditions
of rest), and the propagation of a virtual source (the weighted seismogram residuals) us-
ing final conditions of rest (see the details in section 8.5.2). Once the point zpost has been
obtained, the posterior covariance operator can be obtained as

Cpost = (Pt
postC

-1
obs Ppost + C-1

prior)
-1 , (8.98)

were, if the introduce the linear tangent operator P (the kernel of which being called the
Fréchet derivative) via

p(z + δz) = p(z) + P δz + . . . , (8.99)

the operator Ppost is the value of P at point zpost .
When implementing all this in a computer (see section 8.5.3) one obtains an zpost that

is not represented here (the exponential of it is the red line in figure 8.22), and the posterior
covariance operator displayed in figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.21: The posterior covariance operator (see
the text for the discussion).

It is now easy (see 8.5.3) to generate pseudo-ramdon samples of this a posteriori distribu-
tion (Gaussian for the logarithmic velocity, log-Gaussian for the velocity) and half a dozen
of them are represented in figure 8.22. The comparison of figure 8.15 (prior samples) and
figure 8.22 (posterior samples) informs us about the gain in information obtained through
the use of the two seismograms. The posterior samples are much closer to each other than
were the prior samples. All of them display a “jump” in velocity around grid point 30, and
a “bump” around grid point 80 (this, of course, reflects two conspicuous properties of the
“true model” in figure 8.16).

Figure 8.22: A few samples of the posterior dis-
tribution, to be compared with the samples of the
prior distribution (in figure 8.15). The same ran-
dom seeds have been used to generate the prior
and the posterior samples (from where the simi-
larity). The red line is the log-mean of all the sam-
ples (or, equivalently, the exponential of the mean
of logarithmic velocity samples, not displayed). 0 20 40 60 80 100
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Current least-squares practice, unfortunately, is not to display the posterior samples in
figure 8.22, but to just display the log-mean model (the red line), calling it “the solution” of
the least-squares inversion. To speak properly, the red line is not a model: the individual
samples are possible models, the red line is just the log-average of all possible models.

We may now look at the final residual seismograms.
Figure 8.23 displays the difference between the seismograms predicted using the center

of the posterior distribution and the observed seismograms. Note: I should perhaps suppress
this figure 8.23 as, perhaps, only figure 8.24 matters.

Figure 8.24 displays the residual seismograms: difference between the seismograms pre-
dicted by the six posterior random realizations and the observed seismograms. Note: some
of these residuals (for instance, for the random model #6) are quite large. I don’t fully under-
stand this.
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Figure 8.23: Final residual seismograms: difference between the seismograms predicted us-
ing the center of the posterior distribution and the observed seismograms. This is to be
compared with figure 8.20.
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Figure 8.24: Final residual seismograms: difference between the seismograms predicted by
the six posterior random ralizations and the observed seismograms. Note: I was expecting
those residuals to be as small as those corresponding to the mean model (i.e., as small as the
residuals in figure 8.23). Perhaps we see here the limits of the assumption that the posterior
distribution is approximately Gaussian.
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8.5.1.4 The Yet Unanswered Question

To obtain the center of the posterior distribution, we have to solve an optimization prob-
lem (the minimization of the misfit function 8.97). This is done using nontrivial mathemat-
ical properties4, that allow to solve the optimization problem using (essentially) only wave
propagations, without any need to handle matrices (the prior covariance operators and their
inverses have analytical expressions, so we do not need to use matrices for them). Now, in
the computations made to obtain the results shown above, I have chosen to explicitly evalu-
ate the matrix corresponding to the posterior covariance operator, given in expression 8.98.
This would not be a big problem it if would not require the evaluation of all the partial
derivatives (Fréchet derivatives) P . In fact, we do not really need the posterior covariance
operator (figure 8.21); we only need some samples of the posterior distribution (figure 8.22).
It is very likely that one can develop a theory in which obtaining a sample of the posterior
is not more complicated than obtaining the center of the posterior distribution, i.e., not more
complicated than implementing the least squares optimization algorithm once.

8.5.2 Theory

Given the waveforms (“seismograms”) observed at some points in space, and given the
source function, is it possible to use an optimization technique to retrieve the medium pa-
rameters (i.e., here, the velocity function of the medium)? We shall see that the answer to
this question is, grossly speaking, positive. The problem can be precisely stated as follows:

Bla, bla, bla. . .

It is better (note: explain why) not to use the medium velocity, but its logarithm. If ci
denotes the velocity at space grid point i let us introduce

zi = log(ci/c)2 , (8.100)

where c is an arbitrary constant having the dimension of a velocity. The (discretized) acous-
tic wave equation then is

1
c2 exp(-zi) (

−→
D 2p)i,a − (∆p)i,a = Si,a . (8.101)

Introducing the wave equation operator (also known as the Dalambertian operator), denoted
−→
� ,

(
−→
� p)i,a ≡

1
c2 exp(-zi) (

−→
D 2 p)i,a − (∆ p)i,a , (8.102)

the wave equation can be written
−→
� p = S . (8.103)

The right-arrows in the equations above are there to make explicit that, besides appropriate
boundary conditions, we are going to assume that initial values for the pressure field p, are
given so the the wave equation has an unique solution. Introducing the Green operator

−→
G =

−→
� -1 (8.104)

4These are encapsulated in what is known as the adjoint methods, in fact, the understanding of that the abstract
transpose of a linear operator is.
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allows to express the solution of the wave equation 8.103 (with the given boundary and
initial conditions) as

p =
−→
G S . (8.105)

This being a linear operator, we can always choose to explicitly write the equation as

pi,a = ∑
j

∑
b

−→
G i,a,j,b Sj,b , (8.106)

in this way introducing the (discretized) Green’s function
−→
G i,a,j,b .

In what follows, we need to examine what happens to the pressure field p when the
medium parameters a are perturbed from a to a + δa . More precisely we need to exactly
compute the first order perturbation of the wavefield, δp produced by a perturbation δa . To
non specialists, it may seem bizarre to exactly compute a first order perturbation. But consider
the series expansion

sin(t + δt) = sin t + α(t) δt + 1
2! β(t) δt2 + 1

3! γ(t) δt3 + . . . . (8.107)

It is when exactly evaluating the value of α(t) that we find α(t) = cos t , in this way dis-
covering that the derivative of the function sin t is the function cos t . In fact, we can take
the α(t) in the equation above as the definition of the (first) derivative of the function sin t
(and, of course, β(t) as the definition of the second derivative, and so on). Derivatives can
be exactly defined via a series expansion.

So, let us consider the following perturbation of equation 8.101,

1
c2 exp(-(zi + δzi)) (

−→
D 2 (p + δp) )i,a − (∆ (p + δp) )i,a = Si,a . (8.108)

As a term exp(- (x + δx)) can be expanded as exp(- x)(1− δx + . . . ) , one has

1
c2 ( exp(- zi)− exp(- zi) δzi + . . . ) (

−→
D 2 (p + δp) )i,a − (∆ (p + δp) )i,a = Si,a . (8.109)

Using the linearity propery of the derivative operators, expanding the products in the equa-
tion, dropping second order terms, and using equation 8.101 to cancel some of the terms, one
easily arrives at the expression

1
c2 exp(-zi) (

−→
D 2 δp)i,a − (∆ δp)i,a = δSi,a , (8.110)

where δS is the secondary Born source

δSi,a =
1
c2 exp(-zi) (

−→
D 2 p)i,a δzi . (8.111)

Equation 8.110 is telling us that the first order wavefield δp exactly satisfies a wave equation
that is identical to the equation 8.101 that defined the unperturbed field p (note that the
unperturbed velocity function a appears in both equations), but with a source function that
is not that generating the unperturbed field p (i.e., the source S ). Rather, the source that
generates the wavefield δp is the secondary Born source in expression 8.111. In conclusion:
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Property 8.3 If a wavefield pi,a satisfies the wave equation
−→
� p = S , (8.112)

with some “real” source field Si,a , then, a perturbation zi → zi + δzi of the medium parameters
produces a perturbation pi,a → pi,a + δpi,a + . . . of the wavefield, where the first order term δpi,a
satisfies the wave equation5

−→
� δp = δS , (8.113)

with the “secondary” source field (note: explain the dots)

δSi,a =
1
c2 exp(-zi) p̈i,a δzi . (8.114)

If, introducing the Green’s operator, we write the solution of equation 8.112 as

p =
−→
G S , (8.115)

then, the solution of equation 8.113 is

δp =
−→
G δS ; δpi,a = ∑

j
∑

b

−→
G i,a,j,b δSj,b , (8.116)

i.e., using the expression 8.111 for the Born source,

δp = P δz ; δpi,a = ∑
j

Pi,a,j δzj , (8.117)

where

Pi,a,j =
1
c2 exp(-zj) ∑

b

−→
G i,a,j,b p̈j,b . (8.118)

The operator P , with components Pi,a,j , is the Fréchet derivative of the application z 7→ p(z) .
One has the series expansion

p(z + δz) = p(z) + P δz + . . . ; p(z + δz)i,a = p(z)i,a + ∑
j

Pi,a,z δzj + . . . . (8.119)

Bla, bla, bla. . .

We wish to minimize the misfit function

χ2(z) = 1
2

(
( p(z)− pobs )t C-1

obs ( p(z)− pobs ) + ( z− zprior )t C-1
prior ( z− zprior )

)
,

(8.120)
and we wish to do it here using the simplest (although, by far, not the most efficient6) algo-
rithm, the steepest descent algorithm. It corresponds to implementing7

zn+1 = zn − µ Cprior (grad χ2)n , (8.121)

5The wave equation here has to be written with the unperturbed medium parameters zi .
6Note: comment here about the conjugate gradients algorithm and the Newton algorithm.
7While (grad χ2) is a form (dual of a vector), Cprior (grad χ2) is a bona-fide direction in the model space.
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where grad χ2 is the gradient of the misfit function χ2 , and where µ is an ad-hoc constant,
typically chosen, after trial and error. If µ is too large, the steps of the steepest descent algo-
rithm are too large, and the algorithm diverges. If µ is too small, the algorithm converges
too slowly. So, basically, µ is as large as possible, but not so large that makes the algorithm
explode. Of course, one may make the value of µ dependent on the iteration number (so
writing µn instead of µ in equation 8.121), and there are clever ways to estimate optimal
values for µn (see Tarantola, 2005), but we will not use them in this exercise: a simple choice
after some trial and error will be sufficient.

As already explained in section XXX, when computing the gradient of the misfit function
in equation 8.120 the steepest descent algorithm in equation 8.121 becomes

zn+1 = zn − µ
(

Cprior Pt
n C-1

obs (pn − pobs) + (zn − zprior)
)

, (8.122)

where Pt is the transpose of the Fréchet derivative operator evaluated above. Note: I have
to explain that, to simplify the discussion, I am not yet making explicit at which space-time
points we do have observations of the pressure wavefield. This is made explicit in equa-
tions 8.124.

We can sequence the algorithm 8.122 as follows,

∆p = pn − pobs

∆p̂ = C-1
obs ∆p

∆ẑ = Pt
n ∆p̂

∆za = Cprior ∆ẑ
∆zb = zn − zprior

zn+1 = zn − µ ( ∆za + ∆zb ) ,

(8.123)

i.e., making the indices explicit,

∆pi,a = (pn)i,a − (pobs)i,a

∆ p̂i,a = ∑
j

∑
b

(Wobs)i,a,j,b ∆pj,b ; Wobs = C-1
obs

∆ẑj = ∑
i

∑
a

Pi,a,j ∆ p̂i,a

(∆za)i = ∑
j

(Cprior)i,j ∆ẑj

(∆zb)i = (zn)i − (zprior)i

(zn+1)i = (zn)i − µ ( (∆za)i + (∆zb)i ) ,

(8.124)

where the underlined indices take only the values corresponding to the subset of space-time
points where one has observations of the wavefield. (Note: I have to explain this better.)

All equations here are easily interpretable, and don’t need extra developments, excepted
the third equation:

∆ẑj = ∑
i

∑
a

Pi,a,j ∆ p̂i,a . (8.125)
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Here, ∆ p̂i,a represents the “weighted residuals” (note: explain this better). Replacing here
expression 8.118 gives ∆ẑj = (1/c2) exp(-zj) ∑i ∑a ∑b

−→
G i,a,j,b p̈j,b ∆ p̂i,a , i.e., rearranging the

sums

∆ẑj =
1
c2 exp(-zj) ∑

b
p̈j,b σj,b , (8.126)

where σj,b = ∑i ∑a
−→
G i,a,j,b ∆ p̂i,a , or, using the reciprocity expression XXX,

σj,b = ∑
i

∑
a

←−
G j,b,i,a ∆ p̂i,a . (8.127)

(Note: explain that this is the crucial part of the algorithm, the reverse-time propagation of
the weighted residuals.)

The algorithm 8.124 then becomes

∆pi,a = (pn)i,a − (pobs)i,a

∆ p̂i,a = ∑
j

∑
b

(Wobs)i,a,j,b ∆pj,b ; Wobs = C-1
obs

σj,b = ∑
i

∑
a

←−
G j,b,i,a ∆ p̂i,a

∆ẑj =
1
c2 exp(-zj) ∑

b
p̈j,b σj,b

(∆za)i = ∑
j

(Cprior)i,j ∆ẑj

(∆zb)i = (zn)i − (zprior)i

(zn+1)i = (zn)i − µ ( (∆za)i + (∆zb)i ) .

(8.128)

In this exercise, we will not write the general algorithm, but a special version (with no
other utility than pedagogical): the two covariance operators are assumed to be diagonal
(zero covariances),

(Cobs)i,a,j,b = s2
obs δi,j δa,b ; (Cprior)i,j = s2

prior δij , (8.129)

and the limit

sprior/sobs → ∞ (8.130)

is taken (this corresponding to the special case “no a priori information”). Then, the general
steepest descent algorithm 8.122 can be written (redefining the constant µ )

zn+1 = zn − µ Pt
n (pn − pobs) , (8.131)
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and our explicit algorithm 8.128 simplifies into

∆pi,a = (pn)i,a − (pobs)i,a

σj,b = ∑
i

∑
a

←−
G j,b,i,a ∆pi,a

∆zj =
1
c2 exp(-zj) ∑

b
p̈j,b σj,b

(zn+1)i = (zn)i − µ ∆zi .

(8.132)

This is what we are going to implement.

8.5.3 Computer Implementation of Waveform Fitting for Medium Properties

Executable notebook at

http://www.ipgp.jussieu.fr/~tarantola/exercices/chapter_08/OptimizationVelocity.nb

Let’s see how this works numerically. We start by defining the grid

(* Defining the grid *)

xmin = 3000. ; xmax = 4800. ; imin = 0 ; imax = 100 ;

dx = (xmax -xmin)/(imax -imin) ;

tmin = 0. ; tmax = 4800. ; amin = 0 ; amax = 2400 ;

dt = (tmax -tmin)/(amax -amin) ;

We now introduce a reference velocity model, arbitrarily choosing a linear variation for the
logarithmic velocity

(* Defining a reference velocity for the acoustic waves *)

c = 1.;

Do[ aref[i] = -1.55 + 0.01 i , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

Do[ vref[i] = c Exp[aref[i]/2] , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

The velocity so defined is plotted in figure 8.25.

Figure 8.25: The arbitrary reference velocity
model.
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Let us now introduce an exponential covariance function (later used to generate random
velocity curves)

(* Introducing a (stationary) covariance function *)

cc[t_ , s_] := sigma ^2 Exp[- k Abs[t-s]] /. {sigma -> 0.5, k -> 0.125}

n = 100;
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cov = IdentityMatrix[n] ;

Do[ cov[[i,j]] = cc[i,j] , {i,imin+1,imax -1},{j,imin+1,imax -1} ]

The square root of such a covariance matrix is the (unique) triangular matrix L satisfying

C = L Lt . (8.133)

It can be obtained via the Cholesky decomposition:

(* Square root of the covariance matrix *)

(* One has cov = squareroot.Transpose[squareroot] *)

squareroot = Transpose[CholeskyDecomposition[cov]] ;

Now, to generate a pseudorandom realization of a random Gaussian function with zero
mean and covariance C , we generate first a white Gaussian function function with unit
variance8, then we apply L to the vector so obtained, so we now have a random realization
of a Gaussian random field with zero mean and covariance C :

(* Generation of random ... *)

SeedRandom [23] (* arbitrary initialization *)

value := InverseErf[Random[Real , {-1, 1}]]

Do[xx = value , {16}] (* dropping the 16 first values *)

n = 100;

vec = Table[value , {i, 1, n}];

smooth1 = squareroot.vec;

The result is plotted in figure 8.26.

Figure 8.26: Random realization of a Gaussian ran-
dom field with zero mean and covariance C .
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When adding the random realization to the logarithmic velocity, we obtain a random
velocity model (the statistics of the velocity are not normal, but log-normal)

(* Generation of a random velocity model *)

Do[ atrue[i] = aref[i] + smooth [[i]] , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

Do[ vtrue[i] = c Exp[atrue[i]/2] , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

The result is plotted in figure 8.27. See also figure 8.28. See also figure 8.38.
We now introduce the source time function

8If x is a random variable in the interval (−1, +1) with constant probability density, then erf-1(x) is a
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance.
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Figure 8.27: Random realization of a log-Gaussian
velocity field.
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Figure 8.28: Sampling the log-Gaussian probabil-
ity density.
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(* Defining the source function [second derivative of Gaussian] *)

tc = tmin + (tmax - tmin)/8. ; ts = (tmax - tmin)/28. ;

s[t_] := -(tmax -tmin)(t-tc)/(ts^2) Exp[-(t-tc)^2/(2 ts^2)]

Do[ SSS[a] = s[tmin + (a-amin) dt] , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ]

and the space-time source field

(* Defining the source field *)

Do[ S[i,a] = 0 , {i,imin+1,imax -1} , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ]

iS = 40 ; Do[ S[iS ,a] = SSS[a] , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ]

These are the same as those introduced in section 8.4. The time source function was plotted
in figure 8.10 and the space-time source field in figure 8.11 (left). To understand the variation
of the indices, one must refer to figure 8.9. I try not to define the values of the fields outside
the domain where they are necessary.

We start by propagating the source in the reference medium, assuming initial conditions
of rest, a rigid boundary condition at one side, and a free boundary condition at the other
side. Once the initial conditions

(* Initial conditions for the pressure field *)

Do[ p[i,amin] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

p[imin ,amin] = 0. ; p[imax ,amin] = p[imax -1,amin] ;

Do[ p[i,amin +1] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

p[imin ,amin +1] = 0. ; p[imax ,amin +1] = p[imax -1,amin +1] ;

have been introduced, we proceed to the integration of the acoustic wave equation, time-
marching forward in time:

(* Integration of the acoustic wave equation *)

Do[{
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Do[ p[i,a+1] = 2 p[i,a] - p[i,a-1] + (vref[i] dt)^2 ( S[i,a]

+ (p[i+1,a] - 2 p[i,a] + p[i-1,a])/dx^2 ) , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

p[imin ,a+1] = 0. , p[imax ,a+1] = p[imax -1,a+1]

} , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ]

This produces the pressure field plotted in figure 8.29.

Figure 8.29: The wavefield in the reference
medium.

Now, to create “synthetic data” we propagate the source in the “true medium” (fig-
ure 8.27 and middle of figure 8.38) assuming, again, initial conditions of rest, a rigid bound-
ary condition at one side, and a free boundary condition at the other side. Once the initial
conditions

(* Initial conditions for the pressure field *)

Do[ P[i,amin] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

P[imin ,amin] = 0. ; P[imax ,amin] = P[imax -1,amin] ;

Do[ P[i,amin +1] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

P[imin ,amin +1] = 0. ; P[imax ,amin +1] = P[imax -1,amin +1] ;

have been introduced, we proceed to the integration of the acoustic wave equation, time-
marching forward in time:

(* Integration of the acoustic wave equation *)

Do[{

Do[ P[i,a+1] = 2 P[i,a] - P[i,a-1] + (vtrue[i] dt)^2 ( S[i,a]

+ (P[i+1,a] - 2 P[i,a] + P[i-1,a])/dx^2 ) , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

P[imin ,a+1] = 0. , P[imax ,a+1] = P[imax -1,a+1]

} , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ]

This produces the pressure field plotted in figure 8.30. The residual wavefield is in fig-
ure 8.31.

Let us choose as data for the optimization problem two arbitrary observation points in
space, corresponding to i = 45 and i = 87

(* The two observations points *)

ia = 45 ;

ib = 87 ;

We generate two sequences of white noise, to be added to the exact synthetic seismograms
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Figure 8.30: The wavefield in the true medium.
The finite-difference algorithm written above has
been used. One sees two waves (one going “left”
and one going “right”) that make two reflections at
the boundaries. One free boundary and one rigid
boundary

Figure 8.31: Difference between the wavefield in
the true medium an that in the reference medium.
The effect of the heterogeneities is clearly visible.

(* Random noise to be added to the synthetic seismograms *)

SeedRandom [1]

K = 100. ;

Do[{

seismonoise1[a] = InverseErf[Random[Real ,{-1,1}]] ,

seismonoise2[a] = InverseErf[Random[Real ,{-1,1}]]

}, {a, amin , amax - 1}]

We add the random noise to the exact seismograms,

(* Adding the noise to the seismograms *)

sd = 5000. ;

Do[{

Pobsa[a] = P[ia ,a] + sd seismonoise1[a],

Pobsb[a] = P[ib ,a] + sd seismonoise1[a]

} , {a,amin ,amax -1} ]

obtaining the two “observed seismograms” in figure 8.32. The residual seismograms are in
figure 8.33.

We can now initialize the optimization loop

(* Initial logarithmic velocity model *)

c = 1. ;

Do[ z[i] = aref[i] , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]
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Figure 8.32: The two (noisy )“ob-
served seismograms” (to be used to
obtain information on the medium
properties).
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Figure 8.33: The residual seismograms
(difference between observations and
reference).
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(* Setting the dual pressure equal to zero *)

Do[ pi[i,a] = 0 , {i,imin+1,imax -1},{a,amax -1,amin+2,-1} ]

(* Step length *)

b = 2.5 10^( -2) ;

(* Final conditions for the dual of a source field *)

Do[ sigma[i,amax] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

sigma[imin ,amax] = 0. ; sigma[imax ,amax] = sigma[imax -1,amax] ;

Do[ sigma[i,amax -1] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

sigma[imin ,amax -1] = 0. ; sigma[imax ,amax -1] = sigma[imax -1,amax -1] ;

and execute the loop itself

(* Main loop *)

Do[{

(* Integration of the acoustic wave equation *)

Do[{

Do[ p[i,a+1] = 2 p[i,a] - p[i,a-1] + Exp[z[i]] (c dt)^2 ( S[i,

a]

+ (p[i+1,a] - 2 p[i,a] + p[i-1,a])/dx^2) , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

,

p[imin ,a+1] = 0. , p[imax ,a+1] = p[imax -1,a+1]

} , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ] ,

(* Virtual source , misfit *)

Do[ pi[ia,a] = p[ia,a] - Pobsa[a] , {a,amin+2,amax -1} ] ,

Do[ pi[ib,a] = p[ib,a] - Pobsb[a] , {a,amin+2,amax -1} ] ,

chi2 = Sum[ pi[ia,a]^2 + pi[ib ,a]^2 , {a,amin+2,amax -1} ] ,

Print[Sqrt[chi2]] ,

(* Backwards wave propagation (same boundary conditions) *)
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Do[{

Do[ sigma[i,a-1] = 2 sigma[i,a] - sigma[i,a+1]

+ Exp[z[i]](c dt)^2 ( pi[i,a] + (sigma[i+1,a] - 2 sigma[i,a]

+ sigma[i-1,a])/dx^2) , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

sigma[imin , a-1] = 0. , sigma[imax ,a-1] = sigma[imax -1,a-1]

} , {a,amax -1,amin+2,-1} ]

(* Second derivative of p *)

Do[ p2[i,a] = (p[i,a+1] - 2 p[i,a] + p[i,a-1])/dx^2

, {i,imin+1,imax -1},{a,amin+1,amax -2} ] ,

(* Gradient of the misfit function *)

Do[ zz[i] = Exp[-z[i]] Sum[ p2[i,a] sigma[i,a] , {a,amin+1,amax -

2} ]

, {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

Do[ zzz[i] = Sum[ squareroot [[i,ii]] zz[ii] , {ii ,imin+1,imax -1} ]

, {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

(* Model update *)

Do[ newz[i] = z[i] - b ( (sa/sd)^2 zzz[i] + (z[i] - aref[i]))

, {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

Do[ z[i] = newz[i] , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ] ,

(* Plot and print *)

} , {250}]

The final residual seismograms are in figure 8.34 (see also figure 8.35).

Figure 8.34: The final residual seis-
mograms (difference between obser-
vations and final seismograms).
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Figure 8.35: Difference between the wavefield in
the true medium an that in the “least-squares out-
put”.

The “output of the least-squares loop” is in figure 8.36.
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Figure 8.36: The output of the least-squares com-
putation. This has to be interpreted as the log-
mean of all posterior velocity models.
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Note: I have to explain here the the “output of the least-squares computation” is not
to be regarded as a model: it is just the mean of the posterior distribution. The posterior
covariance matrix is

C = (Pt C-1
d P + C-1

m)-1 (8.134)

(note: explain). There is probably a clever way for obtaining samples of the posterior distri-
bution, but I have not yet found it. For the time being, and as this example is quite small, I
just build a few matrices, and work with them.

The Fréchet derivatives Pi,a,j , as already expressed in equation 8.118, are

Pi,a,j =
1
c2 exp(-zj) ∑

b

−→
G i,a,j,b p̈j,b . (8.135)

Here, the space-time indices {i, a} can take any values, but we have selected a subsets of
values that correspond to the observation points: two values i = ia and i = ib that corre-
spond two observation (space) points, and, at these points, we observe the whole seismo-
gram, amin < a < amax . For more generality, let us introduce the capital indices {I, A} that
tale values corresponding to the subset of space-time points where we have measurements
of the wavefield. So, the only Fréchet derivatives we need are

PI,A,j =
1
c2 exp(-zj) ∑

b

−→
G I,A,j,b p̈j,b . (8.136)

It remains that with the finite-difference method being used here, the only prectical way to
evaluate the PI,A,j is to evaluate the whole Pi,a,j and to keep in memory the PI,A,j only. To
compute Pi,a,j , we need —as equation8.135 tells us— to integrate the wave equation once for
each value of j , using as source the p̈j,b , i.e., for each space point j a space-point source,
whose time variation is p̈j,b . Let us implement this, using the notation Frechet[I,A,j] for
PI,A,j .

(* Explicitly introducing the "final velocity model" *)

Do[ vfinal[i] = c Exp[newz[i]/2], {i, imin + 1, imax - 1}]

(* Initial conditions for the q field *)

Do[ q[i,amin] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

q[imin ,amin] = 0. ; q[imax ,amin] = q[imax -1,amin] ;

Do[ q[i,amin +1] = 0. , {i,imin+1,imax -1} ]

q[imin ,amin +1] = 0. ; q[imax ,amin +1] = q[imax -1,amin +1] ;
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(* Computation of the partial derivatives *)

Do[{

(* Integration of the acoustic wave equation *)

Do[{

Do[ q[i,a+1] = 2 q[i,a] - q[i,a-1] + (vfinal[i] dt)^2 ( p2[

JJJ , a]

+ (q[i+1,a] - 2 q[i,a] + q[i-1,a])/dx^2) , {i,imin+1,imax -1}

] ,

q[imin ,a+1] = 0. , q[imax ,a+1] = q[imax -1,a+1]

} , {a,amin+1,amax -2} ] ,

(* Defining the partial derivatives *)

Do[ { Frechet[1,a,JJJ] = (1/ vfinal[ia]^2) q[ia ,a] ,

Frechet[2,a,JJJ] = (1/ vfinal[ib]^2) q[ib,a] }

, {a,amin+1,amax -1} ] ,

}, {JJJ , imin + 1, imax - 1}]

As the noise in the data is white noise, the Hessian operator

H = Pt C-1
d P + C-1

m (8.137)

can be computed as
Wij = (1/σ2

d ) ∑
I

∑
A

PI,A,i PI,A,j + (Cm)ij (8.138)

and this is implemented as follows (WARNING: icov not defined above!!!)

(* Computation of the Hessian operator *)

W = Table[

(1/sd^2) Sum[Frechet[1,a,i] Frechet[1,a,j]

+ Frechet[2,a,i] Frechet[2,a,j] , {a,amin+1,amax -1} ]

+ icov[[i,j]] , {i,imin+1,imax -1},{j,imin+1,imax -1} ] ;

When sampling the posterior one obtains the results in figure 8.37, that have to be com-
pared with those in figure 8.28 and top of figure 8.38.

Figure 8.38 shows the basic results together.
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Figure 8.37: Samples of the posterior distribution.
In red, the log-mean model. Warning this is not
yet an actual computation, it is just a guess of the
result.
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Figure 8.38: At the top, some samples of the prior
log-Gaussian probability density. At the middle,
the particular sample chosen to represent a “true
model”. At the bottom, samples of the posterior
log-Gaussian, with, in red, their log-mean (that
log-mean is the output of the least-squares loop).
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